
Vimsottari Dasas
 Clooney, George  

 Place:Lexington Manor, Kentucky, Date: 6 May, 1961, 02:58:00 (07:58:00 GMT), Saturday  
  Time Zone: 05:00:00 West, Ayan= Lahiri,  23°19'02" on 06 May 1961  

Nakshatra #21, Uttarashadha
Natal Moon=04° CP 39. Dasa 3 Sun started at  October, 01 1957, 40.08 % to its end

Dasa Ruler Start Age

Dasa 3 Sun Oct 01, 1957 -3.59 

Bhukti 8 Saturn Aug 07, 1960 -0.74

Sun Dasa, Saturn Bhukti
  When Saturn is fortunately situated in the birth chart, this bhukti brings happiness, moderate prosperity, 
and a good period in your marriage or courtship. If Saturn is in Libra or is otherwise favorably placed, 
you will increase your assets and achieve additional honor, authority, or community leadership. It is 
generally a time of sober application of talent, energy and thought.  When Saturn is afflicted, or is in the 
6th, 8th or 12th rasi from the Sun, it brings about troubles within your family, estrangement or separation 
from loved ones, and the possibility of imprisonment or long hospitalization. All affairs suffer under this 
bhukti; it can mark the time of a parent's death, or if Saturn is in the 2nd or 7th house, an accident. 
Diseases which are brought about by poor circulation or intestinal problems are common to this bhukti.

Bhukti 9 Mercury Jul 20, 1961 0.21

Sun Dasa, Mercury Bhukti
  When Mercury is in Virgo, in an angle or the 5th, 9th or 11th house, this bhukti brings you the respect 
of educated and intelligent people. You speak persuasively, with with and humor, and garner success  in 
Mercurial pursuits.  When Mercury is poorly situated in the birth chart and is located in a dusthana 
house, this bhukti occasions much wandering both of the mind and the body, with little profit. Your 
speech is apt to be slow, ill-tempered, or boring. Be careful not to be indiscreet or to be dishonest.  If 
Mercury is in the 2nd or 7th house of the natal chart, you may have trouble with your spouse or children 
and watch out for accidents caused by being too hasty and for illnesses of the vocal chords and mouth.

Bhukti 1 Ketu May 26, 1962 1.06

Bhukti 2 Venus Oct 01, 1962 1.41

Sun Dasa, Venus Bhukti
  Venus well-placed in the birth chart, or in the rasi Cancer, marks a good time to choose a marriage 
partner, especially for men. For women, it indicates a time of amicable relationships with other women 
and a period of much pleasure. Opportunities for lavish living abound. This period favors prosperity and 
pleasurable pursuits.  If Venus is in a dusthana house it can bring Vimshottari Dasas the displeasure of 
superiors, anxiety in marriage, and illicit relationships. So afflicted, Venus bhukti can mean a loss to 
someone in your family.  If it is also associated with the ruler of the 7th house, while being a dusthana 
planet, be wary of an inclination to sloth, self-indulgence, inappropriate generosity or wayward thinking.  
When Venus is afflicted and conjunct the ruler of the 8th or 12th house, it may indicate danger of grave 
accidents.

Dasa 4 Moon Oct 01, 1963 2.41 

Bhukti 4 Moon Oct 01, 1963 2.41

Moon Dasa, Moon Bhukti
  When the Moon is well-placed in the birth chart, and associated with the rulers of the 9th and/or 10th 
house, this bhukti is opportune for marriage or the birth of a child. You will experience happiness and 
general prosperity; your wishes will come true and honors will be bestowed upon you.  When the Moon 
is afflicted this bhukti indicates a sudden loss of wealth or livelihood, anguish, illness, or troubles related 
to a maternal figure.  If the Moon is in the 2nd or 7th house and afflicted you will have disappointments in 
your job or career.
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Bhukti 5 Mars Aug 01, 1964 3.24

Moon Dasa, Mars Bhukti
  If Mars is well-situated in the birth chart, this bhukti brings an increase of wealth, honors and 
happiness. However, if Mars is badly situated or occupies a dusthana house, there is danger of litigation, 
destruction of wealth and property, and loss of health from blood diseases. This may  be a time of 
accidents or surgery.  When Mars occupies the 2nd or 7th house, or if the rasi dispositor of Mars is 
located in the 7th rasi from the Moon, be careful not to appear too aggressive or imperious, speak civilly, 
and keep a cool head to avoid antagonizing others.

Bhukti 6 Rahu Mar 02, 1965 3.82

Bhukti 7 Jupiter Sep 01, 1966 5.32

Moon Dasa, Jupiter Bhukti
  When Jupiter is well-situated in the birth chart, this period is accompanied by an increase of property, 
comfort, and prosperity. It is a good time for marriage or the birth of a child and you may receive 
Governmental assistance in some way.  When Jupiter is debilitated, this bhukti may bring the death of a 
father or of a son. Be careful not to stir up problems at work or engage in any grandiose projects. Avoid 
impetuous behavior and foreign travel.  If Jupiter is in the 2nd or 7th house, or is conjunct the rulers of 
the 2nd or 7th house, avoid injuring your heart or liver.

Bhukti 8 Saturn Jan 01, 1968 6.66

Moon Dasa, Saturn Bhukti
  When Saturn is favorably situated in the birth chart, this bhukti indicates a time when your family is 
likely to increase and you experience a sense of material well-being. It is also considered a good time in 
which to start a new business.  If Saturn is not favorably situated, or in the 2nd, 6th, 8th or 12th house, 
there is a possibility you will undergo a loss of prestige or be dishonored or slandered. Be careful of falls, 
suffocation, or injury from falling objects.

Bhukti 9 Mercury Aug 01, 1969 8.24

Moon Dasa, Mercury Bhukti
  When Mercury is well-situated in the birth chart, especially in the 5th, 9th or 11th house, this can be a 
time of an increase in wealth. Your intellect is sharp, you learn easily, and you are rational in the face of 
disputes and business problems. Such awareness and insight may lead to recognition by superiors or 
associates, with subsequent rewards.  When Mercury  is unfavorably situated, this bhukti may bring 
material losses, especially in enterprises connected with animals. You could be publicly discredited; if 
Mercury is especially afflicted you could even be imprisoned.  Mercury in the 2nd or 7th house may be 
an indicator of illness.

Bhukti 1 Ketu Dec 31, 1970 9.66

Bhukti 2 Venus Aug 01, 1971 10.24

Moon Dasa, Venus Bhukti
  When Venus is well-placed in the birth chart and conjunct or strongly aspected by the Moon, this is a 
time of much pleasure and material well-being. Venus brings love and marriage into the life, or it may 
intensify your awareness of love and the pleasures of your friends and family. Materially it denotes gain, 
and may possibly lead to the discovery of hidden treasure.  When Venus is weakly situated the reverse 
prevails, and you would do well to avoid improper attachments as you could lose your good name or find 
yourself involved in a scandal. Women can be a source of trouble. You may be separated from loved 
ones, either by travel or by illness; and wealth may be dissipated through inattention, neglect, or theft.  If 
Venus is heavily afflicted or very weak in the birth chart, there is the possibility of grave accidents during 
this period .

Bhukti 3 Sun Apr 01, 1973 11.91

Moon Dasa, Sun Bhukti
  When the Sun is well-placed in the birth chart, this is a time of prosperity, and can lead to recovery of 
property or wealth previously lost. You are popular, well-received by superiors, and loved by friends and 
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family. This bhukti often indicates the birth of children.  When the Sun is unfavorably placed, or in the 
6th, 8th or 12th rasi from the Moon, you may experience a loss of reputation, quarrels with those in 
power, and subsequent loss of wealth. Be wary of theft or injury from bites.  In the 2nd or 7th house, the 
Sun can indicate fevers and trouble with the lungs.

Dasa 5 Mars Oct 01, 1973 12.41 

Bhukti 5 Mars Oct 01, 1973 12.41

Mars Dasa, Mars Bhukti
  If Mars is well-placed in the birth chart, this bhukti increases the chance that sons will be born, and if 
Mars is conjunct the ruler of the Ascendant, this is a time of success in military,  business, or marital 
matters. It is usually a properous time.  If Mars is not well-situated in the chart, you must be wary of 
accidents involving firearms or machinery, and also of loss or injury occasioned by military forces or 
outlaws. This could be a time when surgery is needed.

Bhukti 6 Rahu Feb 27, 1974 12.81

Bhukti 7 Jupiter Mar 17, 1975 13.86

Mars Dasa, Jupiter Bhukti
  If Jupiter is well-situated in the birth chart, and Sagittarius or Pisces is on the 5th, 9th, or 11th house 
cusp, or is located in the 5th, 9th or 11th rasi from either the Ascendant or Mars, this bhukti brings great 
honor and fame. It always indicates a time of general prosperity and well-being.  When Jupiter is afflicted 
or weak in the natal chart, the reverse is indicated. Be wary of undertaking projects which are not based 
on solid ideas. You have a tendency to become too ambitious which can cause problems. Over-
indulgence in general can lead to illnesses.

Bhukti 8 Saturn Feb 21, 1976 14.80

Mars Dasa, Saturn Bhukti
  When Saturn is well-situated in the natal chart, this dasa-bhukti combination can be a period of 
success if you work hard and seriously. You could also have an increase in prosperity, become a leader 
in a trade association or even have a new addition to the family.  When Saturn is not strong in the natal 
chart, or when it is located in the 5th, 9th, or 11th rasi from Mars, or in the 6th, 8th or 12th house, it may 
bring unpleasant foreign travel, dishonor, loss of wealth, or dismissal. If Saturn is very afflicted and Mars 
is not favorably place in the chart, be careful to act morally to avoid possible incarceration.  In the 2nd or 
7th house, Saturn can bring quarrels with loved ones, separations and the possibility of grave accidents.

Bhukti 9 Mercury Apr 01, 1977 15.91

Mars Dasa, Mercury Bhukti
  When Mercury is well-situated in the birth chart, this is a favorable period, characterized by good and 
lawful behavior leading to prosperity and respect from others. You may also be inclined towards spiritual 
interests.  If Mercury is unfavorably situated you may experience a loss of honor, or even of your spouse 
or children. Imprisonment is possible if Mercury is in the same rasi as Mars. When Mercury is in the 
same house as Saturn, you may find the harsh side of your personality surfaces bringing quarrels or 
unpopularity.   Should Mercury be located in the 2nd or 7th house there is a possibility of serious illness.

Bhukti 1 Ketu Mar 29, 1978 16.90

Bhukti 2 Venus Aug 25, 1978 17.31

Mars Dasa, Venus Bhukti
  When Venus is well-situated in the natal chart, conjunct or strongly aspected by the ruler of the 
Ascendant, this period brings an opportunity for marriage, the birth of a child and general prosperity. You 
are inclined towards love, romance, and enjoying life and friends.  When Venus is not well-situated, the 
reverse is the case, and this period is marked by sorrows, loss of wealth, troubles with your spouse or 
children, and disappointment in your career or occupation.  Should Venus be in the 2nd or 7th house, 
there is a possibility of illness from physical excesses.
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Bhukti 3 Sun Oct 25, 1979 18.47

Mars Dasa, Sun Bhukti
  The Sun favorably situated in the natal chart denotes honor, fame, courage, prosperity in business, 
good health and family additions. When the Sun is not favorably situated, this bhukti tends to bring 
mental anguish, physical injuries, loss of wealth or position, and irritability with people you are close to.  
If the Sun is in the 2nd or 7th house be wary of accidents or trouble involving children.

Bhukti 4 Moon Mar 01, 1980 18.82

Mars Dasa, Moon Bhukti
  In the natal chart, if Moon is in Cancer or Taurus rasi, or in trine aspect, or conjunction ruler of the 1st, 
4th, 9th or 10th house, you will have opportunities for marriage and public success. It is generally a 
period of domestic tranquility, and any reasonable wishes will be fulfilled.  When Moon is weak in the 
natal chart, or in the 6th, 8th or 12th rasi from the Ascendant or Mars, this period is liable to bring 
troubles to the women or children in the family. You could also experience the disapproval of people in 
positions above you, or the loss of wealth.   Should the Moon be waning and in the 2nd or 7th house 
there is a possibility of serious illness or mental problem, and even sudden death.

Dasa 6 Rahu Sep 30, 1980 19.41 

Bhukti 6 Rahu Sep 30, 1980 19.41

Bhukti 7 Jupiter Jun 14, 1983 22.11

Bhukti 8 Saturn Nov 06, 1985 24.51

Bhukti 9 Mercury Sep 12, 1988 27.36

Bhukti 1 Ketu Apr 01, 1991 29.91

Bhukti 2 Venus Apr 19, 1992 30.96

Bhukti 3 Sun Apr 20, 1995 33.96

Bhukti 4 Moon Mar 13, 1996 34.86

Bhukti 5 Mars Sep 12, 1997 36.36

Dasa 7 Jupiter Oct 01, 1998 37.41 

Bhukti 7 Jupiter Oct 01, 1998 37.41

Jupiter Dasa, Jupiter Bhukti
  If in the natal chart Jupiter occupies an angle, or the 5th or 9th house, or is in the rasi that it rules or is 
exalted in (Sagittarius, Pisces or Cancer), this bhukti signifies increased honor and respect from those in 
authority, acquisiton or improvement of property, and likelihood of increased involvement in charitable 
activities. It ushers in a period of opportunity for marriage or the birth of a child. You are likely to enjoy a 
more lavish life style.  If Jupiter is unfavorably situated in the natal chart, you will be inclined to associate 
with unsavory charactors. Be wary of a tendency to neglect business affairs and responsibilities because 
doing so can result in a loss of assets. It is usually a time of separation from family, and may be a period 
in which the father or son dies. If Jupiter is in the 7th or in the same house as the ruler of the  7th, this 
can be a period of serious illness.

Bhukti 8 Saturn Nov 18, 2000 39.54

Bhukti 9 Mercury Jun 01, 2003 42.07

Jupiter Dasa, Mercury Bhukti
  If Mercury is well-situated in the birth chart, this period will be very favorable for the acquisition of 
knowledge or the renewal of educational pursuits. Prosperity and family happiness are often achieved 
under this bhukti, and it can mark a time when a gifted child is recognized.  If Mercury is unfavorably 
placed in the birth chart, the reverse is true, and this period is characterized by a downturn in fortunes or 
a loss of family harmony. Beware of tendencies to speak sharply, to be abrupt or unsociable, or to 
compromise your morals. You may travel under this aspect but your travels prove to be difficult or 
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accompanied by illnesses, especially of the intestinal tract and the eyes.

Bhukti 1 Ketu Sep 06, 2005 44.34

Bhukti 2 Venus Aug 13, 2006 45.27

Jupiter Dasa, Venus Bhukti
  Venus well-situated in the natal chart brings a period of prosperity and enjoyment. Your artistic 
interests are aroused and/or developed, and opportunities for marriage or the birth of a child occur.   If 
Venus is not favorably situated, you may experience problems in your marriage or your relationships 
with your brothers; loss of possessions; or indulgence in sensual pleasures.  Should Venus be in the 2nd 
or 7th house, or strongly aspected by the rulers of these houses, you may be the victim of poisoning.

Bhukti 3 Sun Apr 13, 2009 47.94

Jupiter Dasa, Sun Bhukti
  If the Sun is well-situated in the birth chart, this period marks an increase of wealth or honors accruing 
to you. You may win the approval of your superiors and advance in your profession or otherwise improve 
your job.    If the Sun is not favorably placed in the birth chart, this bhukti can be a time of illness (the 
head is particularly vulnerable) or disagreement within the family. If the Sun is in the 2nd or 7th house, 
your ailment is likely to be especially serious.

Bhukti 4 Moon Jan 30, 2010 48.74

Jupiter Dasa, Moon Bhukti
  If the Moon is well placed in the birth chart, this bhukti brings a general increase of prosperity together 
with personal and family happiness. You have the opportunity to be more charitable than usual and may 
receive public recognition for your good deeds.  If the Moon is unfavorably situated, the reverse is true. 
You may lose wealth through a brother, maternal uncle or your mother. Neighbors prove to be 
quarrelsome or sources of trouble. Be wary of carelessness with possessions during this time to prevent 
losses from theft.

Bhukti 5 Mars Jun 01, 2011 50.07

Jupiter Dasa, Mars Bhukti
  If Mars is well-situated in the birth chart, you can expect this bhukti to bring opportunities for 
educational achievements and honors. You experience a feeling of general well-being, with domestic 
happiness and a possible addition to the family. Most undertakings meet with success and almost any 
undertaking receives the acceptance and support of the public.  If Mars is unfavorably placed in the birth 
chart, the reverse is likely to be the case. There is also the possibility of injury to the eyes, or ill health 
from being overweight. Try to avoid the tendency to become unnecessarily anxious or fearful.

Bhukti 6 Rahu May 07, 2012 51.01

Dasa 8 Saturn Oct 01, 2014 53.41 

Bhukti 8 Saturn Oct 01, 2014 53.41

Saturn Dasa, Saturn Bhukti
  When Saturn is benefically placed in the birth chart, this bhukti ushers in a period when you attain 
honor and other benefits at work and receive support from others. At this time you are more likely to do 
well politically and/or financially. Under favorable circumstances, inheritances are indicated by this 
bhukti.  If Saturn is not well-placed, this period is indicative of general unpopularity, loss of prestige or of 
office, and failure in business or trade.  When Saturn is especially weak or receives strong aspects from 
malefics, this can be a time of injuries from sharp instruments, falls, or machinery. This bhukti has long 
been associated with diseases of a tumorous nature and if Saturn is in the 2nd or 7th house, badly 
afflicted, it can indicate a severe illness.

Bhukti 9 Mercury Oct 03, 2017 56.41

Saturn Dasa, Mercury Bhukti
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  If Mercury is favorably situated in the birth chart and strong, this is a time when you can compete and 
win. Your judgement is good, you are creative, and you can achieve literary success.  Should Mercury 
be weak or unfavorably situated, you will, during the early part of this bhukti, have success, only to suffer 
a severe setback in the latter part of the bhukti. Be careful not to engage in undisciplined thinking or 
malicious deeds so as to avoid rejection by family or friends, since this is a period when you have a 
more fragile mental or emotional state. It is a time to avoid all contracts and commitments in writing that 
you have not thought about carefully.  Should Mercury be in the 2nd or 7th house, you are prone to 
diseases of the respiratory system or the skin.

Bhukti 1 Ketu Jun 12, 2020 59.11

Bhukti 2 Venus Jul 22, 2021 60.21

Saturn Dasa, Venus Bhukti
  When Venus is well-situated in the birth chart, this period brings general prosperity, marriage, birth of 
children, and family support and approval. Often you effect a favorable change of residence.  If Venus is 
unfavorably situated there is general lack of harmony in your life, so be careful not to either over-indulge 
sensually or to associate with unsavory characters. You are more prone to illnesses of the reproductive 
system now, and be careful of falls, falling objects, or being around water.

Bhukti 3 Sun Sep 21, 2024 63.38

Saturn Dasa, Sun Bhukti
  If the Sun is favorably situated in the birth chart, this period can bring promotion or wealth through older 
people or those in power. It often signifies an inheritance and is generally a period of happiness.  When 
the Sun is unfavorably situated, this bhukti brings loss of credit, financial hard times, and separation 
from brothers or business partners. On the physical level, it may bring heart trouble, or depression.

Bhukti 4 Moon Sep 03, 2025 64.33

Saturn Dasa, Moon Bhukti
  If the Moon is in Taurus or Cancer rasi, or aspected by Jupiter, or conjunct Mercury, and otherwise 
favorably situated, this period is an opportunity for you to gain fame or success, with the support of your 
elders or the Government. Being a happy period, it leads to much popularity, and can be the time you 
receive a legacy.  When the Moon is unfavorably placed, the reverse is true, and you should be careful 
of your health particularly your circulatory and respiratory systems.

Bhukti 5 Mars Apr 04, 2027 65.91

Saturn Dasa, Mars Bhukti
  When Mars is well-placed in the birth chart, this bhukti ushers in a time of increase in wealth, and 
regard from authorities. You may advance in the military or other profession associated with Mars.   
When Mars is weak in the birth chart, you are likely to lose assets through dishonest people or activities. 
Be careful to maintain your moral character. Also be careful around sharp instruments or fire. This is a 
time of trials and tribulations from many sources which weaken the body and expose it to highly 
contagious diseases.

Bhukti 6 Rahu May 13, 2028 67.02

Bhukti 7 Jupiter Mar 20, 2031 69.87

Saturn Dasa, Jupiter Bhukti
  When Jupiter is well-placed in the birth chart, this is a time of achievement and happiness. 
Conservative behavior leads to honor and respect.  If Jupiter is afflicted or badly situated, the reverse is 
the case, and you should be wary of contagious diseases, fines, imprisonment, and marital discord.   

Dasa 9 Mercury Sep 30, 2033 72.41 

Bhukti 9 Mercury Sep 30, 2033 72.41

Mercury Dasa, Mercury Bhukti
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  When Mercury is well-situated in the birth chart, this is a time to learn, travel, communicate, or trade. It 
is a time of family happiness and satisfaction in intellectual pursuits.  Should Mercury be afflicted or 
badly situated in the natal chart, you may be separated from your family or quarrel with them or other 
young people. You will have more trouble communicating and you will find journeys and business deals 
unprofitable. This period may bring on nervous exhaustion.

Bhukti 1 Ketu Feb 27, 2036 74.81

Bhukti 2 Venus Feb 23, 2037 75.81

Mercury Dasa, Venus Bhukti
  When Venus is well-situated in the birth chart, or in Taurus rasi, this bhukti denotes gain in land and 
wealth, happiness, and the approval of your superiors. It often indicates a time of active participation in 
charitable or philanthropic work.  Should Venus be unfavorably situated in the birth chart, and especially 
if it is located in the 6th, 8th, or 12th house, this bhukti may lead to a loss of position, stress, or heart or 
intestinal problems.  If Venus is badly afflicted in the 2nd or 7th house, beware of accidents.

Bhukti 3 Sun Dec 25, 2039 78.64

Mercury Dasa, Sun Bhukti
  When the Sun is well-placed in the birth chart, this bhukti brings you general success in all parts of life. 
If Mars aspects the Sun, you may benefit from real estate in some way. If your Sun is conjunct the ruler 
of your Ascendant, fame and fortune may come your way.   If the Sun is unfavorably situated in the birth 
chart, the reverse is true. You may also encounter ill health or injuries.

Bhukti 4 Moon Oct 30, 2040 79.49

Mercury Dasa, Moon Bhukti
  If the Moon is favorably situated in the birth chart, you have the chance of acquiring wealth or property, 
or of making a good marriage during this time. Your home, and beautifying it, is important to you, 
although you may also travel, possibly for self-improvement or for religious or cultural purposes.    If the 
Moon is not well situated, and especially if it is in the 6th, 8th or 12th house, be wary of being robbed. If 
you are tempted to lower your moral standards, you may suffer a loss of reputation or wealth.  When the 
Moon is located in the 2nd or 7th house, the danger of illness is aggravated.

Bhukti 5 Mars Apr 01, 2042 80.91

Mercury Dasa, Mars Bhukti
  If Mars is well-situated in the birth chart, especially if it is conjunct the ruler of the Ascendant, you are 
likely to have a happy time in this period. You may win the approval of your superiors, or a son may be 
born to you. However, you may find you have trouble obtaining money, or that it only comes through 
hard work.  When Mars is unfavorably situated, this bhukti often brings sorrows, family problems, or 
troubles with the Government. Be careful not to be dishonest. Mars in the 2nd or 7th house often 
indicates illness from infectious diseases.

Bhukti 6 Rahu Mar 29, 2043 81.90

Bhukti 7 Jupiter Oct 15, 2045 84.45

Mercury Dasa, Jupiter Bhukti
  Jupiter well-situated in the birth chart indicates a period of general health, wealth and prosperity. You 
are especially concerned with higher education, and may engage in social or religious work.  When 
Jupiter is afflicted in the birth chart. you are apt to go through a time when things do not go so well; be 
especially careful around poisons.

Bhukti 8 Saturn Jan 21, 2048 86.71

Mercury Dasa, Saturn Bhukti
  When Saturn is well-placed in the birth chart, this bhukti favors the pursuit of knowledge, since you will 
have both good judgement and keen insight. It is generally an advantageous time, bringing you 
happiness in the family and appreciation for your work.  When Saturn is not well-placed, this period is a 
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time for you to avoid your enemies and curb any negativity in your life. You may experience trouble with 
children or if you travel to foreign countries.

Dasa 1 Ketu Sep 30, 2050 89.41 

Bhukti 1 Ketu Sep 30, 2050 89.41

Bhukti 2 Venus Feb 26, 2051 89.81

Bhukti 3 Sun Apr 28, 2052 90.98

Bhukti 4 Moon Sep 02, 2052 91.33

Bhukti 5 Mars Apr 03, 2053 91.91

Bhukti 6 Rahu Aug 31, 2053 92.32

Bhukti 7 Jupiter Sep 18, 2054 93.37

Bhukti 8 Saturn Aug 25, 2055 94.31

Bhukti 9 Mercury Oct 03, 2056 95.41

Dasa 2 Venus Sep 30, 2057 96.41 

Bhukti 2 Venus Sep 30, 2057 96.41

Venus Dasa, Venus Bhukti
  Venus well-placed in the birth chart makes this period one of prosperity, entertainment, enjoyment of 
luxury and amorous pursuits. Traditionally, it indicates favorable travel toward the West, and the 
company of bright, cheerful people. When Venus is afflicted, this bhukti can lead to exhaustion or 
financial loss from excessive pleasures. Be wary of others who do not deserve your generosity. Women 
or loved ones prove to be a source of irritation.

Bhukti 3 Sun Jan 29, 2061 99.74

Bhukti 4 Moon Jan 30, 2062 100.74

Venus Dasa, Moon Bhukti
  Should the Moon be well-situated in the birth chart, this is a time when you could achieve fame through 
writing, or success in your dealings with others, especially matters of a Venusian nature. You may also 
win the approval of superiors, gain financially, and get a lot of pleasure from music or dancing.  When 
the Moon  is poorly situated, this is a period in which public support goes agains you. Be forewarned 
against speculation of any sort. This bhukti is usually characterized by losses through children, women, 
travel to foreign countries, and failure to win the approval of superiors.

Bhukti 5 Mars Sep 30, 2063 102.41

Venus Dasa, Mars Bhukti
  When Mars is fortunately situated in the birth chart, this bhukti denotes honors, especially from the 
Government, or highly placed persons or institutions. It is always favorable for improved financial 
conditions, good employment, and you can acquire gain from inventions, property, or those matters 
ruled by Mars.  If Mars is not well-placed, it is a period of loss, especially from neglect of business for 
pleasure, and you fall into disfavor with others. It is not a favorable time for business or family affairs.

Bhukti 6 Rahu Nov 30, 2064 103.57

Bhukti 7 Jupiter Nov 30, 2067 106.57

Venus Dasa, Jupiter Bhukti
  When Jupiter is in a benefic situation in the birth chart, this bhukti usually marks a period of great 
success and prosperity. You find yourself interested in religious or philosophical ideas and gain respect 
by your circumspect behavior. Family life is pleasant, and there may be a marriage or the birth of a child. 
Many cultural or pleasurable pursuits are indicated during this bhukti.  When Jupiter is unfortunately 
situated, the reverse is the case and during this bhukti you should be careful in your choice of associates 
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or enterprises. It is often a time of quarrels with both family and superiors, resulting in financial setbacks.

Bhukti 8 Saturn Jul 31, 2070 109.24

Venus Dasa, Saturn Bhukti
  If Saturn is fortunately situated in the birth chart, this period promises happiness from brothers, general 
prosperity, and the undertaking of charitable enterprises. It is particularly favorable for business, since 
you will make more than you spend.  If Saturn is unfortunately placed, this bhukti may bring danger to 
your parents, a loss of business, and troubles to your family.

Bhukti 9 Mercury Sep 30, 2073 112.41

Venus Dasa, Mercury Bhukti
  If Mercury is well-situated in the birth chart, this is a prosperous period in all activities. It usually brings 
the company of cheerful, entertaining and witty people, much pleasurable travel and enjoyment of 
cultural pursuits.  When afflicted, Mercury in this bhukti denotes the possibility of dismissal from your job, 
loss of reputation through gossip, or the indulgence in gossip to deleterious effect. Often you spend 
some time away from home which you find unpleasant or unsatisfactory.  If Mercury is in the 2nd or 7th 
house, it may denote illness.

Bhukti 1 Ketu Jul 31, 2076 115.24
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